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Selkup: Samoyedic branch of Uralic family

Population census  2010 
Number 3612
Claim Selkup to be mothertongue 1334 (36,6%)
Selkup speakers 945 (25,9%) /ab. 600

Northern Selkup
Number  1811
Claim Selkup to be mothertongue 1271 (70%)
Selkup speakers 866  (49%) /ab. 600

Southern Selkup
Number  1181 
Claim Selkup to be mothertongue 22 (1,9%)
Selkup speakers 50  (4%) / 5







Geography of Selkup folklore

Three worlds:

Middle world      tәtty ‘land, ground, earth’

Upper world       nu-š-šüńy ‘inside the sky’

Underworld ylqyl’ tәtty ‘under world’



Aquatic objects

rivers, all kinds of streams, lakes, sea 

The majority of Selkup geographic terms 
are names of aquatic objects 
(Kuznetsova 1980; 2002)

Non-aquatic objects

terrain, forests, tundras etc., settlements



River is the main reference point both in 
the Selkup folklore and in everyday life



The river-centric world view of Selkups

It was Ekaterina Prokofieva who first 
suggested that the traditional Selkup world 
view contained not only a vertical world 
structure, but also a more ancient horizontal 
one, where the Big river was an analogue of 
the world tree (Prokofieva 1976: 112-113). 
Down the river in the North, the land of the 
dead lies and up the river the ancestral 
homeland of the Selkups is situated. The land 
of ordinary Selkups is in the middle flow. 



qo:ltɨ ‘big river’



kɨ ‘river’



Up and down

ɪnnæ ‘up’   - ɪllæ ‘down’

konnæ karræ
‘up to the bank’   ‘down to the river’
‘out off the fire place’  ‘to the fire place’

ɲænnæ takkɨ
‘up the stream’ ‘down the stream’
‘to the south’ ‘to the north’



Aquatic terms used in folklore texts

to:   ‘lake’

kıkä ‘stream’

tεmy   ‘bayou’

čɔ:sy ‘sea’ 





Non-aquatic terms used in folklore texts

mačy ‘forest’

šötty ‘to the forest’

tıčy ‘narrow place’

mut ‘meander’ 

soq ‘foreland’

qǝ ‘mountain’

mεkty ‘hill’



The centre of the folklore world is the 
dwelling-place - mɔ:t

It is surrounded by the forest.
Forest is a part of the heroes’ home, the 
territory well known to them. 

The hero starts from his dwelling (an 
earth-house or a tent), goes to the forest 
or up or down the river, overcomes lots 
of obstacles and finally returns to his 
dwelling.



If the hero is an ordinary man, he travels 
inside the middle world.

If the hero is a shaman, then he goes to 
the upper world or to the underworld.





Shaman way

The text was recorded 
by Liudmila Varkovitskaya
in 1941 
at the Turukhan river
from Semen Petrovich
Kusamin.
It depicts a shaman 
journey down by the river to 

the world of dead to find a 
stolen soul and to return it to 
the dying man and thus save 
his life. 



Shaman way

1. karræ ɪllæ sumpɨ-q-olam-n-a.
‘He began shamanizing down from the bank (to the 
river) down’. 
2. kossɨ-ntyɨl' (koštɨl') tәtto-ntɨ pais‘-qolam-n-a.
‘He started descending to the bad land)’.
3. surɨm-i:-tɨ karræ ɪllæ kurɨt-q-olam-n-ɔ:tɨt.
‘His spirits (lit. animals) went down to the river’.
4. nɨ:nɨ takkɨ mennɨ-mpɨ-ŋ-a.
‘Then he looked downstream (=to the North)’.
5. “surɨm-i:-mɨ qæjɨ-l' tәtto-ntɨ tulɨč-č-ɛntɨ-mɨt?"
“My animals, what land will we reach?"



6. kossɨ-ntɨl' tәtto-ntɨ kurɨt-q-olam-n-a.

‘He started walking to the bad land’.

7. nɨ:nɨ karræ ytɨ-l' tәtto-ntɨ mәtto-ntɨ čiqɨltɨ-q-olam-n-a.

‘Then he stepped (moving down to the river) up to the cliff’.

8. nɨ:nɨ takkɨ mennɨ-mpɨ-ŋ-a.

‘Then he is looking downstream (to the North)’.

9. takkɨ-n ytɨ-t tɪčɨ ɲantɨ tɪč-alɨ-mp-a.

‘Downstream the river is narrowing.

10. nɨk tulɨš-q-olam-nɨ-ŋ-a.

‘So he began to approach that place’.

11. čæp mennɨ-mp-ɔ:tɨt ɲarqɨ topɨ-l' surɨ-t ɔ:mt-ɔ:tɨt.

‘As soon as they glanced (they noticed): the birds with red 
legs are sitting”.



<…> 33. nɨ:nɨ takkɨ mennɨ-mpɨ-ŋ-a.
‘Then he is looking downstream (to the North)’.
34. me:ltɨ kunɨ-mpɨtɨl' ytɨ-t tɪčɨ če:lɨ-mpɨ-nt-a.
‘The rift of everlastingly bubbling water is glittering’. 
35. nɨ:nɨ takkɨ s'es'ɨ-n ilɨ-p (qumɨ-n ilɨ-p) tәl-ɛntɨ-tɨl' ytɨ-t 
tɪčɨ če:lɨ-mpɨ-nt-a.
‘Then the stealing man’s soul water rift is glittering 
downstream’. 
36. saŋ-kɨtɨl' ńe-tɨ (qup).
‘A weak man’.
37. nɨ:nɨ takkɨ s'esɨ-n ɪllæ il-sat-qo (ilɨ-t-qo) laŋkɨš-ku-m-
pa.
‘Then he cries down downstream for the man’s soul‘



38. nɨ:nɨ qo:sɨ-p takkɨ laŋkɨ-ptɨ-ku-mp-atɨ.

‘Then he cries downstram for soul (it is heard)’

39. nɨ:nɨ če:lɨ-n-t-ɛ:tɨl' pɛlæk-tɨ mennɨ-mpɨ-ŋ-a.

‘Then he is looking at the Eastern side’. 

40. lo:sɨ-l' tәttɨ orɨm-pɨ-nt-a.

‘The devil’s land grew up’.

41. nɨ:nɨ pač-al-ɨ-mp-a ytɨ-l' sompɨ-l’ kɨ.

‘Then the water shamanizing (singing) river 
opened (lit. split)’. <…>
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